Description
Swing and sway in the Original Bird’s Nest, featuring NetPlay’s exclusive FlexSafe™ floor – an inviting flexible linked surface designed to endure heavy use. Install between trees, to an existing structure, or anywhere suitable support can be provided.

Features
• Stable two-point suspension design
• Suspension chains with premium safeguard sleeves
• Durable anti-abrasion protection at connection points
• Available in six attractive color combinations (black/black, sand/black, red/black, green/black, blue/black, black/green)

Specifications
Bird’s Nest diameter . . . . . approx. 48 in.
Installed height* . . . . . . . . . 78.75 in. min. 98.5 in. max.
Use zone . . . . . . . . . . . . 112 in. x 315 in. min.
Fall height . . . . . . . . . . . 78.75 in. min. 98.5 in. max.
Age group . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Years +
*Installed height refers to the height of suspension anchorage.